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The surest way to reach a business goal is to plan on it. Successful Manitoba farmers and agribusiness owners are 
focussed people. They have clear, flexible, short and long term business plans – and they monitor and revise their 
plans regularly.

Whether you’re starting, growing or passing along your business, you need a solid business plan. Manitoba 
Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives (MAFRI) can help you build a plan for success.

Gaining Ground is a business planning resource that can help bring clarity to where your business is heading so you 
can identify actionable steps to meet your business goals. Doing this, can help build the capacity to start, grow or 
pass on your business to the next generation.

This Manual is designed for informational purposes only. The information contained in this Manual is not intended or implied to be a substitute 
for professional advice. Users of this Manual should consult with their professional advisors to determine the appropriateness of the information 
contained in this Manual for their own situation. 

While care has been taken in preparing and assembling the information contained in this Manual, the Government of Manitoba and its Ministers, 
officers, employees and agents make no representations, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy, adequacy, completeness or reliability of any 
such information. The information contained in this Manual may be changed or updated without notice. The Government of Manitoba and its 
Ministers, officers, employees and agents will not be liable to any person, organization or entity for any damages of any kind which may arise 
from use of the information contained in this Manual.

This publication is available in multiple formats upon request. 

Aussi disponible en français.
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Welcome to Gaining Ground, Manitoba’s agribusiness assessment for farmers and agribusiness owners. 
It will help you create a snapshot of your business management practices, identify strengths and find 
opportunities for advancement. Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural Initiatives’ (MAFRI) ongoing mission 
is to help agricultural, rural and northern businesses and communities keep gaining ground towards 
prosperity and sustainability.  

This business assessment is quick and easy. It will take about half an hour to complete. Your answers won’t 
affect your eligibility to apply for or get funding – they’re designed to give you a realistic picture of your 
business so you can set and achieve your goals.  

There are six business areas covered in this workbook:
•	 business	structure
•	 production/operations
•	 environmental	responsibility
•	 human	resources
•	 marketing
•	 financial	management

For more information on these topics, see the appendix on pages 13-18.

How to use this assessment workbook:
1.  Read the instructions on the Goals sheet on page 21 of this workbook.

2.  Write your goals on the Goals sheet in the pre-assessment area, only.

3.  Begin by answering the questions in the Business Structure section on page 2 of this booklet. Check 
off the answer that best represents you and your business today. Choose only one answer for each 
statement, unless you think the statement is an opportunity for both learning and outsourcing. 

4.  At the end of each section, go to that section on the Goals sheet and write the statement number for 
each learning or outsourcing option you chose. For example, if you chose learning, outsourcing, or both, 
for statements 2 and 10, write the numbers 2 and 10 in the boxes provided for that section.

5.  Do the same for each section and you’re done the first part.  

6.  Once you have completed this workbook, make an appointment to review it with your MAFRI 
representative and bring it to your appointment. You will work together to complete the post-assessment 
goals on the Goals sheet. 

Your participation in this assessment process will help your MAFRI representative work with you to improve 
your business, your profits and your capabilities.
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Business structure
This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

1. Develop a vision statement (your reason for 
being in business). 

2. Communicate your vision statement to all   
employees	and/or	family	members.	

3. Develop a mission statement (how you will 
achieve your vision each day). 

4. Communicate your mission statement to all   
employees	and/or	family	members.	

5. Develop a business plan that guides the   
direction of your business.

6. Monitor your business plan and revise 
 (as needed). 

7. Understand the benefits and limitations of your 
business structure (ex: sole proprietorship,  
partnership, corporation). 

8. Understand the affect of your business   
structure on your succession plans. 

9. Understand the importance of creating a   
succession plan for your business within 

 10 years of your planned retirement.  

10. Understand the importance of finding out the  
tax implications of succession.

11. Develop contingency plans (ex: death, 
divorce, disability, disagreement, disaster). 

12. Monitor and revise contingency plans  
(as needed).

13. Maintain a current will (update every five 
 years or after major changes like  

marriage or divorce).

It is a beneficial business management practice to:
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Business structure

14. Maintain a current power of attorney (update 
every five years).

15. Maintain a current business agreement (update 
every five years) noting how the business is 
owned and responsibilities of each owner.

16. Maintain a written description of assets and  
how they are owned (update every five years).

17. I plan to retire within the next ten years.    
 

18. Develop a succession plan for your business.

19. Monitor your succession plan and revise 
 (as needed).
 
20. Understand and prepare for the tax effects 
 of succession.

21. Evaluate your successor’s business management 
skills.

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 

This is 
beyond the 
scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Yes No If no, skip the next questions  
and go to the box below.
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Production/ operations

22.	 Set	production/operations	goals	that	can	be			
 measured. 

23.	 Monitor	your	production/operations	goals	 
 and revise (as needed). 

24.	 Develop	a	production/operations	plan.	

25.	 Monitor	your	production/operations	goals	 
 and revise (as needed).

26. Develop a risk management plan that covers  
potential risks (ex: weather, market prices, 
disease, regulations). 

27. Monitor your risk management plan and revise  
 (as needed). 

28.	 Set	production/operations	quality	goals.	

29.	 Monitor	your	production/operations	quality		 	
 goals and revise (as needed). 

30. Have a record system and monitor production  
 yields and operations costs.

31.	 Compare	production	yields/operational	costs	 
 with past years. 

32.	 Have	a	record	system	and	monitor	production/	
 operations quality. 

33.	 Compare	production/operations	quality	to	past		
 years. 

34.	 Compare	production/operations	quality	and			
 quantity to industry standards. 

35. Develop and follow preventative maintenance  
 schedules for facilities and equipment.  

36. Use suppliers to get product information and   
 production advice.

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)
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Production/ operations

37. Research new production technology and
 techniques.

38. Consider all the costs and benefits when  
deciding	whether	to	use	new	production/
operations technology, techniques, facilities 

 and equipment (= cost-benefit analysis). 

39.	 Update	production/operations	technology	and		
 techniques that support your business goals. 

40.	 Update	production/operations	technology	 	
 and techniques that financially benefit 
 your business.  

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is 
beyond the 
scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 
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Environmental responsibility

41. Set environmental goals that can be measured.

42. Monitor your environmental goals and revise 
 (as needed).

43. Develop environmental plans.

44. Monitor environmental plans and revise 
 (as needed).

45. Record information to meet environmental goals  
 (ex: field crop records, soil and manure  
 analysis).

46. Analyze environmental costs and benefits to   
 society when making business decisions.

47. Keep actively involved in community    
 environmental plans.  

48. Minimize the impact of operations on your   
 neighbours (ex: noise, vibration, flies, smoke).

49. Research new environmentally-friendly   
 techniques, technology and business practices.

50. Adopt new environmentally-friendly techniques,  
 technology and business practices that meet 
 your operation’s goals.

51. Adopt new environmentally-friendly    
 technology and techniques that 
 financially benefit your business.

52. Comply with environmental regulations.

53. Maintain required environmental licences and 
 certificates for your organization and all   
 employees and family members. 

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 
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Human resources

54. Develop and implement standard operating 
 procedures (SOPs). 

55. Develop and maintain a farm safety and health  
 plan. 

56. Write job descriptions for all employee and   
 family member positions, and revise (as needed).

57. Develop and do performance reviews for   
 employees and family members.

58. Understand your employees’ and family   
 members’ skills and abilities.

59. Encourage and reward innovation, 
 problem solving and idea sharing.

60. Support and encourage continuous learning  
 for employees and family members.

61.	 Encourage	work/life	balance	for	family	 
 members and employees.

62. Understand and follow legal obligations  
 (ex: health and safety regulations, employment  
 standards, insurance). 

63. Do you have employees (including seasonal   
 employees) other than family members? 

64. Develop a human resources plan. 

65. Monitor your human resources plan and revise  
 (as needed). 

66. Develop an employee recruitment plan. 

67. Monitor your employee recruitment plan and   
  revise (as needed). 

68. Develop an employee retention plan.

69. Monitor your employee retention plan and  
 revise (as needed). 

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Yes No
If no, skip the next questions  
and go to the box below.

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 
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Marketing

70. Set marketing goals that can be measured.
  
71. Monitor your marketing goals and revise 
 (as needed). 

72. Develop a marketing plan.

73. Monitor your marketing plan and revise 
 (as needed).

74. Understand and use efficient distribution   
 networks. 

75. Understand consumer and market demand. 

76. Make your products and services meet consumer 
 and market demand.

77. Understand and use forward contracting. 

78. Understand and use futures markets. 

79. Understand and use hedging. 

80. Understand and use direct marketing. 

81. Understand how the market sets prices. 

82. Call attention to your environmentally-friendly  
 practices to create marketing opportunities. 

83. Understand external factors that affect 
 your market.

84. Understand your domestic (local, regional,   
 provincial, national) market. 

85. Understand international markets. 

86. Regularly read market research to understand  
 market trends. 

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)
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Marketing

87. Explore and evaluate alternative and new 
 market opportunities. 

88.	 Get	into	alternative	and/or	new	markets	when	it		
 supports the goals of your business.

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 
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Financial management

89. Develop financial goals that can be measured. 
  
90. Monitor financial goals and revise (as needed). 

91. Understand and plan for the financial risks   
 identified in your risk management plan. 

92. Monitor your financial risk management plan 
 and revise (as needed).

93. Develop a cash flow process. 

94. Monitor your cash flow.

95. Have a record system and monitor cost of  
 production (COP) or cost per unit (CPU).  

96. Compare cost of production (COP) or cost per  
 unit (CPU) with past years.

97. Have a record system that monitors production  
 and operating margins. 

98. Compare production and operating margins  
 with past years.  

99. Compare cost of production (COP) or cost per  
 unit (CPU) productions and operating margins  
 with industry standards.

100. Record revenues.

101. Compare current revenues to past revenues.

102. Record expenses.

103. Compare current expenses to past expenses.

104. Monitor profitability.

105. Compare current profitability to past years.   
 

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)
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Financial management

106. Compare current expenses, revenues, 
 and profitability to industry standards.

107. Understand how to make accrual adjustments. 

108. Forecast future financial performance.

109. Maintain an annually updated net worth   
 statement.  

110. Understand the impact of taxes on your   
 business.

111. Plan for capital financial investment  
 (ex: upgrade facilities, buy equipment).

112. Operate a profitable business.

It is a beneficial business management practice to:

This is beyond 
the scope of 
my current 
or future 
operations

I use this 
practice in 
managing my 
business

I need to know 
more before 
applying this 
to my business 
(= learning 
opportunity)

I would 
contract this 
out to an 
expert or 
professional 
(= outsourcing 
opportunity)

Return to the Goals sheet now and write the statement number for each learning 
opportunity and outsourcing opportunity in the boxes provided. 
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Business structure summary
Business structure: planning, organizing and strategizing
Business owners often excel at planning production, as they realize that good planning supports good 
business decisions in the long and short term. Business planning helps businesses deal with change and 
maintain profits. Profits allow businesses to grow, so business owners can meet their business and personal 
goals.

Beneficial business management practices include:
Developing a business plan:
•	 Develop	a	vision	statement	that	describes	the	desired	position	and	condition	of	the	business	in	the		 	

future.
•	 Create	a	mission	statement	that	describes	the	objectives	of	the	business	and	communicate	it	to	

employees and family members.
•	 Write	a	statement	of	specific,	attainable	business	goals	and	the	plan	for	reaching	those	goals	 

(= a business plan).
•	 Monitor	the	business	plan	regularly	to	consider	how	changes	to	operations	might	affect	it.

Developing a contingency plan:
•	 Discuss	planning	for	various	issues	(ex:	death,	disability,	divorce,	disagreement,	disaster).	
•	 Maintain	an	up-to-date	will,	and	a	power	of	attorney	(a	document	naming	and	authorizing	a	person	to		 	

manage someone’s financial affairs).
•	 Monitor	the	contingency	plan	regularly.	Consider	how	changes	to	the	business	might	affect	the	plan.

Understanding the business structure and agreements:
•	 Understand	the	types	of	business	structures	(ex:	sole	proprietorship,	joint	venture,	partnership,	 

corporation) and their advantages and disadvantages.
•	 Use	business	agreements	to	settle	items	such	as:	business	formation,	asset	contribution,	how	the			 	

business will operate and how it will dissolve.
•	 Understand	how	business	assets	are	owned,	to	help	with	tax	planning,	financing,	succession	planning,		 	

business structure changes and people leaving the business.
•	 Keep	a	record	of	assets	contributed	to	the	business	and	explain	if	(and	how)	the	asset	owner	will	be		 	

paid for contributing those assets.

Developing a succession plan:
•	 Start	planning	succession	and	communicate	the	plan	to	your	successor(s)	10	years	before	planned	

retirement. Ensure there is enough time to make any necessary changes to business structure.
•	 Understand	how	taxes	and	other	factors	will	affect	the	transfer	of	assets.
•	 Evaluate	successors’	skills	and	plan	to	upgrade	if	necessary.
•	 Monitor	succession	plan	regularly	to	consider	whether	it	is	still	relevant.
•	 Plan	how	to	arrange	the	business	for	the	future.

Continually improving business structure
To learn more about business structure and planning skills, you may also want to consider taking training 
courses in those areas. Lawyers and other business advisors can provide information and advice about the 
strengths and limitations of various business structures. They also advise on succession and contingency 
planning.
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Production/operations summary
Production/operations: managing operations
Production includes all inputs (ex: resources, equipment, people, processes, standards, evaluation 
procedures) needed to produce the products and services you sell to customers. Processes, facilities, 
equipment and purchasing skills all affect the quality, yield and cost of production.  

Beneficial business management practices include:
Recording, measuring and comparing (or benchmarking) items such as yields and quality: 
•	 Set	production,	service	and	quality	goals.
•	 Measure	and	compare	with	the	operation’s	past	years.
•	 Check	your	benchmark	against	other	operations	like	yours.	

Developing a risk management plan:
•	 Identify	potential	areas	of	risk	(ex:	weather,	market	prices,	disease,	regulations).	
•	 Monitor	the	plan	regularly	to	decide	how	internal	and	external	changes	may	affect	the	plan.

Focusing on production activities that create value, as perceived by customers:
•	 Make	a	list	of	what	adds	value	in	the	products	you	produce.
•	 Make	a	list	of	the	steps	in	the	production	system.
•	 Identify	how	each	step	contributes	to	the	value	of	the	product.
•	 Explore	ways	to	create	greater	value,	or	equal	value	at	lower	cost.
•	 Eliminate	the	steps	(and	costs)	that	do	not	create	value.

Adopting technology (ex: machinery, production systems, conservation tillage, recordkeeping systems, marketing systems):
•	 Research	innovation	trends,	new	techniques	and	technology.	
•	 Consider	all	costs	and	benefits	for	implementing	new	techniques	and	technology	(cost-benefit	analysis).
•	 Adopt	new	technology	and	techniques	that	support	the	operation’s	goals	and	are	financially	beneficial.

Improving operations for cost-effectiveness of production;
•	 Develop	maintenance	schedules	to	use	equipment	and	supplies	as	efficiently	as	possible.	
•	 Use	your	suppliers	for	product	information,	production	advice,	training,	market	trend	information	and	

market referrals.

Balancing production excellence with other business needs:
•	 Create	time	for	personal,	family	and	community	activities.
•	 Create	time	to	manage	the	other	aspects	of	the	business	(ex:	marketing,	finances,	human	resources	and	

business planning and structure).

Continually improving production/operations
To	learn	more	about	production/operations	skills	for	agribusiness,	you	may	also	want	to	consider	taking	
business and supply chain management courses. Agribusiness owners who want to improve their operations 
may want to consider buying software for better recordkeeping, or consulting an advisor who can give 
guidance	on	improving	production/operations	systems.
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Environmental responsibility summary
Environmental responsibility: ensuring sustainability
Environmental responsibility is how business owners and their operations interact with their environments. 
This includes environmental stewardship (natural resources like land, air and water), their community and 
their industry.

Environmental stewardship is a set of principles that values co-operative planning and management of 
environmental resources with organizations, communities and other stakeholders, to prevent loss of habitat 
and help habitat recovery for long-term sustainability. Environmental stewardship can benefit both the 
business and the local community. By actively participating in agricultural organizations, value and supply 
chains and other organizations, you can contribute to industry solutions.

Beneficial business management practices include:

Planning:
•	 Develop	an	environmental	plan	for	the	business.	
•	 Research	new	technology,	production	methods	and	management	practices	that	make	the	most		 	 	

efficient use of the operation’s resources.
•	 List	environmental	goals	and	monitor	progress.

Practising environmental stewardship:
•	 Maintain	and	improve	the	land,	water,	air,	woodlands,	and	wildlife.	
•	 Ensure	you	meet	environmental	regulations.
•	 Maintain	current	environmental	regulatory	licences	and	certificates	current	for	your	business,	employees,	

and family members.
•	 Analyze	benefits	and	costs	to	the	environment	and	to	society	when	making	decisions.
•	 Manage	the	risk	of	operations	(ex:	noise,	vibration,	flies,	smoke,	etc.)	that	affect	neighbours.	

Maintaining community involvement:
•	 Create	goodwill	for	the	operation.	
•	 Take	part	in	events	and	organizations	and	seek	ways	to	improve	the	business	and	skills.
•	 Reduce	risks	to	the	operation.
•	 Create	training	opportunities	for	employees	and	family	members.

Maintaining industry involvement:
•	 Help	to	monitor	trends	and	issues	that	can	affect	the	future	of	the	operation.
•	 Take	part	in	events	and	organizations	and	seek	ways	to	improve	the	business	and	skills.
•	 Reduce	risks	to	the	operation.
•	 Create	training	opportunities	for	employees	and	family	members.

Continually improving environmental responsibility
To learn more about environmental responsibility for agribusiness, you may also want to consider taking 
environmental courses or programs. Agribusiness owners who want to improve their operations may want 
to consider adopting environmentally-friendly technology and techniques, or consulting an advisor who can 
give guidance on implementing beneficial management practices through the Environmental Farm Plan.  

Appendix
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Human resources summary
Human resources: managing labour
Human resources is the management of labour and labour costs, an expense that some business owners 
overlook. Depending on the type of farm or agribusiness, labour costs can account for as much as  
70 per cent of the total cost of production.  
Good human resources includes planning to ensure that labour costs are managed in the most effective 
way. It also means ensuring job satisfaction and retaining qualified employees so the workforce can be 
most	productive.	This	includes	providing	working	conditions	that	support	work/life	balance,	and	plans	to	
recruit and keep employees.
Good human resources also includes the management of all facets of employees’ and family members’ 
time at work. Providing a rewarding, yet challenging work environment is important not only for worker job 
satisfaction, but for business productivity. A plan that involves continuous learning allows employees and 
family members to expand their abilities, which in turn benefits both those workers and the business.

Beneficial business management practices include:

Developing standard operating procedures (SOPs): 
•	 Develop,	implement	and	regularly	modify	SOPs	(written	documents	that	describe	in	detail	all	the	steps	

and activities of a procedure). 

Creating a human resources plan: 
•	 Develop	human	resources	goals	and	manage	and	track	progress	toward	those	goals.
•	 Ensure	all	applicable	regulations	under	the	Workplace Safety and Health Act, the Employment 

Standards Code, and payroll regulations are followed.
•	 Types	of	skills,	number	of	workers	and	lengths	of	employment	needed	to	run	the	business.
•	 Ensure	the	health	and	safety	of	employees	and	family	members.
•	 Provide	an	effective	work/life	balance	for	employees	and	family	members.
•	 Regularly	review	labour	costs	and	expenses.
•	 Develop	strategies	to	recruit	and	keep	employees.
•	 Identify	additional	staff	needs	when	planning	expansion.

Managing employees and family members:
•	 Assess	and	understand	your	own	management	style.
•	 Develop	pay	grids	and	compensation	packages.
•	 Develop	written	job	descriptions	for	all	employee	and	family	member	positions.
•	 Encourage	and	reward	innovation,	problem	solving,	and	idea	sharing.
•	 Do	regular	performance	reviews	with	employees	and	family	members.
•	 Identify	and	support	continuous	learning	opportunities	for	all	employees	and	family	members.

Continually improving human resources
To learn more about human resource in agribusiness, you may want to consider taking courses. 
Agribusiness owners who want to improve their operations may also consider buying software for better 
recordkeeping (including payroll), or consulting an advisor who can give guidance in employee relations 
(ex: conflict resolution, succession planning, etc.).
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Marketing summary
Marketing: selling products and services 
Marketing covers almost everything that affects both current and future sales. Marketing a product or 
service affects overall business success directly. Market research helps business operators understand market 
conditions. One of the biggest mistakes made in running a business is producing a product or service 
without understanding if there is actual market demand for it.

Beneficial business management practices include:
Understanding the markets:
•	 Build	strong	business	relationships	with	buyers,	distributors	and	retailers,	and	understand	them.
•	 Explore,	evaluate	and	implement	alternative/new	market	opportunities,	including	opportunities	for	

environmental marketing.
•	 Maintain	a	current	understanding	of	the	market’s	pricing,	trends,	and	impacts.
•	 Determine	local	and	international	market	factors	that	may	affect	a	product,	pricing	or	consumer/market	

demand.
•	 Analyze	and	research	the	market	to	link	the	consumer	to	the	farmer,	before	starting	a	new	business,	

introducing new products, or maintaining an existing business.

Developing a marketing plan:
•	 Show	that	a	market	and/or	market	potential	exists	for	products	or	services.
•	 Know	what	and	how	much	is	to	be	produced,	when	it	will	be	available,	where	it	will	be	sold,	 

and how it will be priced.
•	 Demonstrate	how	the	business	intends	to	deal	with	different	price	situations	to	manage	the	risk	 

involved, using well-defined and measurable goals.

Understanding pricing and marketing tools, and knowing which ones to use and when:
•	 Understand	direct	marketing,	including	when	and	how	to	use	it.
•	 Understand	diversification	and	its	importance	in	minimizing	risk.
•	 Understand	forward	contracting	(a	future	supply	agreement	between	a	supplier	and	customer	based	
 on price and quantity) and how it can affect the supply chain.
•	 Understand	futures	contracting	(a	future	supply	agreement	between	a	futures	exchange	and	farmer,	

based	price	and	quantity)	and	the	risks/advantages	of	such	agreements.
•	 Know	how	to	use	hedging	(holding	a	future	position	that	offsets	the	farmer’s	current	position)	as	part	of	

an overall risk management plan. 

Understanding consumers and markets:
•	 Understand	and	forecast	consumer	or	buyer	need.
•	 Understand	how	changes	in	consumer	demand	have	moved	agribusiness	from	production-focused	to	

market-focused. 
•	 Understand	how	consumer	demand	can	affect	product	sales.	
•	 Understand	the	role	of	effective	marketing	in	maximizing	profits.

Continually improving marketing
To increase agribusiness marketing skills and knowledge, you may want to consider taking marketing 
courses. Agribusiness owners who want to improve marketing for their operations may also consider 
consulting an advisor who is able to provide market research, market information, or guidance as to the 
strategic	direction	of	the	marketing	mix	(product,	price,	place/distribution,	positioning,	promotion).

Appendix
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Financial management summary
Financial management: maximizing profit
Good financial management means using resources in a way that maximizes profit. Sound business 
decisions require knowledge about the financial performance of the business. Financial management is 
critical to the success and viability of the business. 
 
Financial management is important to other aspects of the business as well. It allows the business operator to:
•	 Understand,	record,	and	analyze	production	costs	to	develop	pricing	and	risk	management	strategies.	
•	 Determine	how	much	debt	can	be	carried.
•	 Plan	better	for	the	future	(ex:	budgeting,	expansion).

Beneficial business management practices include:
•	 Manage	cashflow	(the	ability	to	pay	bills	and	living	expenses).
•	 Maximize	profitability	(the	ability	of	the	business	to	generate	a	return	after	expenses).
•	 Reduce	taxes	payable.
•	 Capital	investment	planning	(putting	capital	to	best	use	by	purchasing	equipment	and	infrastructure	best	

suited to the business).
•	 Manage	risk	to	maximize	the	returns	of	potential	business	endeavors.
•	 Know	what	resources	and	skills	are	in-house.
•	 Maintain	recordkeeping	systems	to:
	 •	 Regularly	record	and	monitor	financial	transactions
	 •	 Enable	financial	analysis	and	goal	setting
	 •	 Analyze	current	financial	performance	compared	to	industry	standards
	 •	 Forecast	future	performance	(revenues	and	expenditures)	
	 •	 Monitor	income	and	expenses
	 •	 Monitor	inventories,	including	cash,	livestock,	crops,	supplies,	machinery,	real	estate,	account				 	
         receivables and payables 
	 •	 Monitor	crop	and	livestock	cost(s)	of	production
	 •	 Monitor	production	yields	and	margins
	 •	 Monitor	financial	progress	regularly	to	see	if	financial	goals	are	being	met

Continually improving financial management
To learn more about financial management in agribusiness, you may want to consider taking accounting 
courses. Agribusiness owners who want to improve financial management in their operations may also want 
to consider buying software to increase recordkeeping capacity, or consulting a financial advisor who can 
help implement beneficial business management practices.

Appendix
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Post-assessment
My business structure goals are:

Goals
Goals are the base line for measuring actual accomplishments. Your first step is to put them into words.  
Your goals can be:

•  business (ex: finding ways to cut costs or increase sales)

•  personal (ex: upgrade your skills or spend more time with the family)

To define your goals, ensure they are:

•  results driven – clearly define what results you want so you can track your progress

•  measurable – decide how you will measure your goals so you’re making progress

•  timely – set time limits to make sure you’re staying on track and moving forward  

Business structure includes:
•  business planning – set goals, write and follow a business plan

•  contingency planning – what to do in case of a death, disability, disaster

•  legal planning – maintain legal documents (will, power of attorney)

•  succession planning – who and how the business is transferred or sold  

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your Manitoba Agriculture, Food and Rural 
Initiatives (MAFRI) representative.

Pre-assessment
My business structure goals are:

Complete the business structure assessment now.

Learning Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities
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Goals
Production/operations includes:
•  inputs – people, equipment, resources  •   processes – production, standards, evaluations

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your MAFRI representative.

Environmental responsibility includes:
•  how your operations affect different environments – natural, community, industry

•  making the best use of and protecting natural resources – land, air, water

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your MAFRI representative.

Pre-assessment
My production/operations goals are:

Post-assessment
My production/operations goals are:

Complete the production/operations assessment now. 

Pre-assessment
My environmental responsibility goals are:

Post-assessment
My environmental responsibility goals are:

Learning Opportunities

Learning Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities

Complete the environmental responsibility assessment now. 
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Learning Opportunities

Learning Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities

Goals

Pre-assessment
My human resource goals are:

Post-assessment
My human resource goals are:

Complete the human resources assessment now.

Pre-assessment
My marketing goals are:

Post-assessment
My marketing goals are:

Complete the marketing assessment now. 

Human resources includes:
•  managing labour – you, your family, contractors, full and part time workers

•  managing labour costs – include the amount it would cost to pay outside workers to do jobs you and family don’t get paid for

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your MAFRI representative.

Marketing includes:
•  understanding market supply and demand               • risk management planning                • identifying new market opportunities

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your MAFRI representative.
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Pre-assessment
My financial management goals are:

Post-assessment
My financial management goals are:

Complete the financial management assessment now. 

Congratulations 
You have completed Gaining Ground. 

Please bring the completed workbook and goals assessment to the next meeting with your Manitoba Agriculture, Food and 
Rural Initiatives representative.

Goals
Financial management includes:
•  identifying financial needs and income sources

•  regular, ongoing budgeting and tracking income and expenses

•  getting the best profits from the resources invested in the business – raw materials, suppliers, workers, processes, etc.

Only fill in the Pre-assessment section. Post-assessment should be done with your MAFRI representative.

Learning Opportunities

Outsourcing Opportunities
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For more information

•		Contact	your	local	Manitoba	Agriculture,	Food	and	Rural	
Initiatives (MAFRI) Growing Opportunities (GO) Office.

•		To	find	your	nearest	GO	Office,	call	Manitoba	Government	
Inquiry, toll free at 1-866-626-4862.

•	 To	find	out	more	about	the	federal-provincial	Growing Forward 
initiative and provincial programs and services, go to  
manitoba.ca/agriculture.
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